
  
    
  
  

  


    
    
    
      
  
    
      
      Save 10% with code SPRINGSALE now through April 1! Exclusions apply

    

  



    
    




    
  


  



  
    
      
        
        
      
    
    
      
        
          MIT xPRO—Professional Development, the MIT Way

          Developing the workforce of tomorrow with a balance of technical and leadership excellence.

        

        
          
Watch Now


        

      

      
        
        

      

    

  




  
  
    
    

  
    
      UPCOMING COURSES AND PROGRAMS

      
    

    
      
        

  
    
      
        
      
      Machine Learning, Modeling, and Simulation: Engineering Problem-Solving in the Age of AI
      ENROLLMENT EXTENDED! Join before March 25th and demystify machine learning through computational engineering principles and applications in this two-course program from MIT.

      view detail
    

  


  
    
      
        
      
      Architecture and Systems Engineering: Models and Methods to Manage Complex Systems
      Explore state-of-the-art practices in systems engineering with the award-winning four-course online program from MIT

      view detail
    

  


  
    
      
        
      
      System Thinking
      Become a better problem solver and improve the performance of your projects by teaching you to apply system thinking in technical environments.

      view detail
    

  


  
    
      
        
      
      Quantum Computing Fundamentals
      Discover the business and technical implications of the new frontier in computing and how you can apply them to your organization with this two-course program from MIT.

      view detail
    

  


  
    
      
        
      
      Quantum Computing Realities
      Understand the true possibilities and advantages of quantum computing while getting hands-on experience in this two-course online program.

      view detail
    

  


  
    
      
        
      
      Additive Manufacturing for Innovative Design and Production
      Drive innovation at your organization and accelerate your career with additive manufacturing. Learn how to leverage the breakthrough performance and unparalleled flexibility of 3D printing.

      view detail
    

  


  
    
      
        
      
      Project Management: Leading Organizations to Success
      Gain an extensive understanding of all phases of project organization. Delivered in collaboration with Global Alumni.

      view detail
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    DISCOVER THE xPRO CATALOG
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    PROPEL YOUR CAREER ON YOUR TERMS

    
      
        Technology is accelerating at an unprecedented pace causing disruption across all levels of business. Tomorrow’s leaders must demonstrate technical expertise as well as leadership acumen in order to maintain a technical edge over the competition while driving innovation in an ever-changing environment.
MIT uniquely understands this challenge and how to solve it with decades of experience developing technical professionals. MIT xPRO’s online learning programs leverage vetted content from world-renowned experts to make learning accessible anytime, anywhere. Designed using cutting-edge research in the neuroscience of learning, MIT xPRO programs are application focused, helping professionals build their skills on the job.
Embrace change. Enhance your skill set. Keep learning. MIT xPRO is with you each step of the way.

        
      

      
        
          
              
              
                

              
            

          

        
      

    

  




    
        
        
            

        
        

    


 
   

  THE MIT xPRO LEARNING EXPERIENCE

  	
        
          
        

        LEARN BY DOING

        Practice processes and methods through simulations, assessments, case studies, and tools.

      
	
        
          
        

        LEARN FROM OTHERS

        Connect with an international community of professionals while working on projects based on real-world examples.

      
	
        
          
        

        LEARN ON DEMAND

        Access all of the content online and watch videos on the go.

      
	
        
          
        

        REFLECT AND APPLY

        Bring your new skills to your organization, through examples from technical work environments and ample prompts for reflection.

      
	
        
          
        

        DEMONSTRATE YOUR SUCCESS

        Earn a Professional Certificate from MIT xPRO plus Continuing Education Units (CEUs).

      
	
        
          
        

        LEARN FROM THE BEST

        Gain insights from MIT faculty and industry experts.

      



 
   

  
    
      WHAT LEARNERS AND COMPANIES ARE SAYING

      
        More than 15,000 professionals have completed an MIT xPRO course

      
    

    
      
      
        
          
            
          
          Vivek Krishnamurthy, 3D Print Digital Production Business Development Rep, HP

          Money well spent. The knowledge I gained was priceless.

            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Emily R. Wright, Versatile Technologist

          This is an awesome program for emerging leaders and for those currently in leadership positions. The knowledge, tools, and techniques are very useful…

            
              Continue Reading
            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Thomas Bonnier, Quantitative Risk Manager, Arval

          [My knowledge gained in this course] will have a major impact as my job is really based on leveraging datasets, in order to make business recommendat…

            
              Continue Reading
            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Mike Vanderwel, Chief Engineer, Boeing

          To me, accomplishment equates to job satisfaction. Upon completion of the course, learners will be able to develop additive applications and work col…

            
              Continue Reading
            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Clayton Smith, Aerodynamicist, General Atomics

          I had high expectations and they were adequately met! The content was just what I'd hoped.

            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Murali Thyagarajan, DBA & Application Support, NASDAQ

          The course was easy to understand and had depth. All the concepts were clearly laid out and explained. This is the best course I have come across on …

            
              Continue Reading
            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Michael Poliszuk, Lead Systems Engineer, Naval Air Systems Command

          [My knowledge gained in this course] will be a great aid at solving problems.

            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Rejendra Polavarapu, Senior Consultant, Cognizant Tech Solutions

          [I liked] learning how quantum computing can impact people and organizations behaviors toward computation and simulation of problems.

            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Jasmine Latham, Lead Data Scientist, Office for National Statistics

          I am very pleased with the course content, it is exactly the level I am looking for. Each professor/course presenter has packed a lot of information …

            
              Continue Reading
            
        

      

      
      
        
          
            
          
          Pravin Kumarappan, Platform Architect, Worldplay

          This has helped me understand the prospects of quantum cybersecurity and optimization. I wish to take this knowledge back [to my company] and come aw…
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                Vivek Krishnamurthy, 3D Print Digital Production Business Development Rep, HP

              

              
                Money well spent. The knowledge I gained was priceless.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Emily R. Wright, Versatile Technologist

              

              
                This is an awesome program for emerging leaders and for those currently in leadership positions. The knowledge, tools, and techniques are very useful to companies worldwide. I would highly recommend this program to all levels of employees.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Thomas Bonnier, Quantitative Risk Manager, Arval

              

              
                [My knowledge gained in this course] will have a major impact as my job is really based on leveraging datasets, in order to make business recommendations.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Mike Vanderwel, Chief Engineer, Boeing

              

              
                To me, accomplishment equates to job satisfaction. Upon completion of the course, learners will be able to develop additive applications and work collaboratively to solve problems, which will be deeply gratifying.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Clayton Smith, Aerodynamicist, General Atomics

              

              
                I had high expectations and they were adequately met! The content was just what I'd hoped.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Murali Thyagarajan, DBA & Application Support, NASDAQ

              

              
                The course was easy to understand and had depth. All the concepts were clearly laid out and explained. This is the best course I have come across on this topic.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Michael Poliszuk, Lead Systems Engineer, Naval Air Systems Command

              

              
                [My knowledge gained in this course] will be a great aid at solving problems.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Rejendra Polavarapu, Senior Consultant, Cognizant Tech Solutions

              

              
                [I liked] learning how quantum computing can impact people and organizations behaviors toward computation and simulation of problems.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Jasmine Latham, Lead Data Scientist, Office for National Statistics

              

              
                I am very pleased with the course content, it is exactly the level I am looking for. Each professor/course presenter has packed a lot of information and has explained complex algorithms in good detail. Some with good sense of humor. Thank you very much.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              

            

            
              
                
              

              
                Pravin Kumarappan, Platform Architect, Worldplay

              

              
                This has helped me understand the prospects of quantum cybersecurity and optimization. I wish to take this knowledge back [to my company] and come away with a longer term strategy.
        
              

            

          

        

      

    

  

 
  
   

  
    
      
        THE BEST COMPANIES CONNECT WITH THE BEST MINDS AT MIT

        Deepen your team’s career knowledge and expand their abilities with MIT xPRO’s online courses for professionals. Develop customized learning for your team with bespoke courses and programs on your schedule. Set a standard of knowledge and skills, leading to effective communication among employees and consistency across the enterprise.
Find out what MIT xPRO can do for your team.

        
          Inquire Now
        
      

      
        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  


 
   

    
        HUNDREDS OF COMPANIES TRUST MIT xPRO, INCLUDING

        
            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    
                

            

            
        

    



 
  

    
    
        
    
        WANT TO LEARN ABOUT NEW COURSES FROM MIT xPRO?

        
        
        
    




    

  
    
        


  
    
      
        
          
            
            
              
                Help & FAQ

              
              Find answers to your questions.

            

          

          
            
            
              
                Contact Us

              
              Let us know how we can assist you.

            

          

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
        
          Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
77 Massachusetts Avenue
          
Cambridge, MA 02139
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